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For courses in American Government Examine how American democracy is developing The

Struggle for Democracy offers students the tools they need to critically analyze our political system

and make judgments about how well our government works. Taking a fresh approach to common

American government topics, authors Edward Greenberg and Benjamin Page provide an analytical

framework for understanding how politics and government work, and encourage students to

consider the questions "How democratic are we?" and "Can government do anything well?" In order

to boost student engagement with key concepts, the 2016 Elections and Updates Edition

incorporates coverage of contemporary issues that dominate today's headlines, as well as the most

up-to-date data.
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"The Struggle for Democracy "is an excellent text for those who want to help their students become

engaged citizens and to understand the fundamentals of our government. This text covers all the

essentials of American government without overwhelming students with excessive detail and

erroneous tangents. Laura Schneider, Grand Valley State University "The Struggle for Democracy

"is perfect for first-year Political Science students. It provides key historical background and

introduces students to the key topics and issues surrounding American government in our society

today. Mary Anne Clarke, Rhode Island College ""The Struggle for Democracy "endeavors to give

students an explanation for why the American political system functions and governs the way in

which it does not just description." Richard Unruh, Fresno Pacific University "



-x, Greenberg, Edward S. and Page, Benjamin I., The Struggle for Democracy, 5th Edition

Hardcover*\ /*0-321-05274-9, Greenberg, Edward S. and Page, Benjamin I., The Struggle for

Democracy, 5th Edition, Softcover*\ This substantial revision represents a return to The Struggle for

Democracy's original mission: to provide a critical thinking introduction to American government.

Organized around two principal themes. First Using the Frameqork asks readers to evaluate the

health and vitality of American democracy today against a carefully defined democratic ideal. The

books second theme, Using the Framework, asks readers to look at the structures underlying our

political system-the economy, society, cultural values, technology-and examine how these

structures affect, and are affected by, our political system. For those interested in American

government. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Well, this was requested by the professor, so I bought it. Would I use any other products besides

Pearson if there were more available, and better, yes. I do not really think the book is exceptional,

neither is the online practice. Lots of little errors and somethings are not very clear. Questions of

quizzes are not well formulated either. I think college professors end up choosing Pearson products

because there are not many other options that meet price (reasonable enough for undergrads) and

content. So, it is just okay.

Item arrived quickly and as described. Seller was extremely helpful when we had to return the item

because the school ended up providing books for the class. Thank you so much!!

I enjoyed this textbook.It didn't feel overly dense and unapproachable the way some textbooks

do.But it also didn't feel overly light and fluffy like some, if that makes sense.It struck a decent

balance.

I rented the ebook for my US Federal Government class but turns out my school switched the class

to an elective instead of a pre-requisite so it wasn't required for me to take it anymore. Ordered it a

day before I dropped the class but when I go to "manage my contents and devices" the "return for

refund" option does not show. Someone help :(

This was used as a textbook for school. I found it interesting. A lot of pictures. The flow was good. It

was easy to read.



Came in perfect condition, and the sides were not damaged despite having been shipped. Got this

book for a college level class and it was fantastic!

I thought it was going to be a paper back book but it came as pages, so I needed to buy a binder to

stick it in. It's still exactly what I needed for my college course.

It was highlighted all the way from page 1 until the end. Pink, green and some yelled marks in

almost each page of the textbook. Full of notes and writing. Not good for studying. It gives one a

headache of trying to read the book with all those highlight marks.
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